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 ... For all the top brands of DJ equipment DJMULTI is a collection of more than 1600 VirtualDJ plugins and a configurable VST-plugin architecture for the most important DJ softwares. It was designed in part by the Proprietor of VirtualDJ and a previous owner of Propellerhead Software. VirtualDJ is a leading cross-platform audio software, and DJMULTI is the industry standard of VirtualDJ
plugins. DJMULTI is now 100% open-source! Read the official press release here. DJMULTI also includes support for the FreePitchPlus, TimeStretch and CoolDJ audio plugins. VirtualDJ plugins for DJs are the absolute best and most reliable plugins for DJs. VirtualDJ Pro, as a powerful DJ Audio Editor/DJ Plugin, is the reason why the professional DJ world comes to VirtualDJ. Audio software
like VirtualDJ provides instant BPM beat matching, synchronized sampler, scratch, automatic seamless loops and all the main features of real DJ Software. With VirtualDJ, DJs become more versatile and easily be the best and most reliable DJs. VirtualDJ Pro is a total collection of all the most important VirtualDJ plugins with support for all the major DJ softwares. With VirtualDJ Pro you can edit

the MIDI tracks with track fades, effects, volume controls, mixer, time stretching and, of course, all the main functions of the top DJ softwares. All the tools that you need to make your track or remixing session the best. You can also edit on the fly the audio or MIDI tracks, using all the main functions of the MIDI Editor, Audio Editor and Audio Mixer. And all this within the ultimate professional DJ
Audio Editing Suite Now it is 100% FREE, and with no limits on track editing! More than 800 professional audio plugins and more than 1650 total plugins with compatibility with all the top DJ softwares, like VirtualDJ. VirtualDJ Pro, as a powerful DJ Audio Editor/DJ 82157476af
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